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Meteor shower acnh prediction

Screenshot: David MurphyOne of the easiest things to predict in Animal Crossing: New Horizons is the weather, and I'm not just talking about when it's going to be a lovely sunny day on [your island name here]. With a brand new data-mining hack, you'll be able to know exactly when rainbows and aurora borealis will
appear—even when meteor showers will occur. In fact, you will be able to predict their shooting stars to the other, saving yourself from wasting countless evenings staring at a lifeless sky. This is all thanks to something called your seed number. Every island in Animal Crossing: New Horizons has one; it is generated
automatically when you create your island for the first time. It's not unique, but the odds are good that you and your friend won't have the same seed number considering that there are more than two billion possible combinations to work with. Well, it's been a week, and Nintendo hasn't killed off the last Animal Crossing:
New Horizons hack... Read moreWhen you've figured out your seed number, you can perfectly predict your island weather—ideal if you want to make sure you log in when it rains, and perfect for making sure you're around to get your star fragments from the next big meteor shower. I've tested this with a friend and it's
spooky. When he got his island master schedule, he was able to call out the look of shooting stars to the other. How to discover your island's seed numberFiguring out your island's seed number takes some work on your part, but the payoff is worth it. To get started, pull up MeteoNook Alpha. You want to read out how
the calculation works, but the short version is that you will input data based on what you see in your game when you play it. The more data you add, the better the site will be able to guess your seed number—think of it as digital trial-and-error. This is how I found mine. First I pulled up the Seed tab on MeteoNook and
loaded up my island on my Nintendo Switch. I went into the right date and the hemisphere of my island on the website, then I walked around with my character and looked up at the sky, looking for something unusual. I saw a rainbow! And a partly cloudy day! The former is important, because it is a specific event that
does not happen very often (and it always happens on a partly cloudy day, so ...) I then entered that information in MetroNook Alpha:Screenshot: David MurphyAnd that's it! That's all I can do right now, and there's no point in clicking Start Search under Find Your Seed, because a data point won't help the game limit
opportunities. But the more data you enter, the closer you will identify your scoop seed number —and unlock your predictive powers. For practice's sake, I recorded dummy data on a few other days. Here's what the site spits out once you've provided enough information to identify your seed (via the site's Overview
tab):Screenshot: David MurphyClick either of See more links, and you will be able to see your weather patterns to hour, as well as the exact times (per second) when stars will shoot across your sky, provided they appear that day:Screenshot: David MurphyYou can also get this information in a lovely monthly view, if you
need to plan your social calendar around upcoming meteor shower events :Screenshot : David MurphyMinn, since your seed number is the window into how your island works, you'll be able to plan out your meteorological events, well, forever—or at least until Nintendo makes some kind of change that puts in more
weather to stare at, like tornadoes or whatever-have-you. Since all your tracking data is saved through your browser, you should be a good time to close the MeteoNook Alpha tab and reopen it whenever you want. There is not an export seed feature, so make sure you write down the special number (via Overview &gt;
Edit settings in the site's new interface) in case clearing your browser cookies and cache wipes out all your hard earned tracking. Now, will anyone figure out what arcane methods I need to start doing to get Redd to show up more than once every four weeks? Wondering when the precious heavy Meteor Showers will
finally show up on your Animal Crossing: New Horizons island? There's a new way to help predict exactly when stars, rainbows, northern lights, rain, and more are coming to your island! Each island in Animal Crossing: New Horizons is assigned one of more than 2 billion different possible seeds to determine your
weather patterns, including clouds, rain, snow, meteor showers, rainbows, northern lights and wind power. By keeping track of the types of weather you have experienced on your island at different times, you can start narrowing down the various possible weather seeds that your save file may have until you find the exact
weather seed that your island and save file uses. Of course, it would take an impossible time under normal circumstances, but a useful new tool called MeteoNook has appeared to do the job. By using MeteoNook, your weather data can be fed into the app to start automatically reducing your weather seed capabilities by
trying and accidentally using the tool. This handy tool was created by Ninji, a favorite data miner in the Animal Crossing: New Horizons community for his previous work on the game, as datamine reveals swimming and farming as likely upcoming features. Once you've entered enough data to determine your island's exact
weather seed, that's when the real magic happens! Using your weather seed, it's possible to view the full weather forecast on your Animal Crossing: New Horizons island for 40 years into the future down to the exact hour. You'll be able to learn exactly what days and hours Shooting Stars will occur during meteor showers
on your island for example, plus other special events like Rainbows and Auroras during the winter. More normal weather patterns rainstorms and winds can be detected as well. Check out the MeteoNook app out yourself to start predicting your particular weather forecasts, and continue reading this article for our full
guide on how to properly use this tool for best results! If you run into any problems, you should be able to find the answer here. How to collect your weather data There are a couple of ways to get the weather data you need for success, with varying degrees of time investment required... Collect weather data From
Previous Screenshots For best results in a short time, we definitely recommend working through your previously saved screenshots of your Nintendo Switch! Because Switch saves the exact date and time that a screenshot was taken, this can be an excellent resource for collecting your weather data. Just open the album
app from the home screen and start scrolling through your Animal Crossing photos and look for clear weather patterns and note the date and time they were taken in. There are a couple of potential pitfalls to consider when using the screenshot method though. First of all, make sure you don't accidentally include weather
from other islands! If you've played lots of New Horizons online that we have, it's likely you'll have plenty of screenshots from visiting friends. Be sure to verify every screenshot you use is from your own island. Also be careful not to be too over confident in your weather deduction skills from a single screenshot. Some of
the different weather types can be easy to mistake for another and one error can screw up your entire data set. We will discuss this in more detail later, but do not be afraid to act insecurely. Of course, the success of this method can vary considerably depending on how much of an obsessive screenshot taker you are in
Animal Crossing: New Horizons. I know there are some players out there who have taken literally thousands since launch, and others with just dozens of screenshots. Collect weather data in real time or time travel If you don't have many screenshots saved showing significant weather data, unfortunately you have to do
this in a slower way. The easiest way to collect your island's weather data for use with MeteoNook is obviously to just play the game as usual and input the weather you encounter as you go, but this will of course take a long time to collect everything you need. For players who are used to traveling time and don't mind
doing so to save some time, we would recommend fast time traveling through a series of days (up to a couple of weeks) to put down your daily weather. In particular, it's probably worth the time to travel to the evening after 7pm every day because that's when Meteor Showers can find, which are excellent for collecting
data. Standard &amp; Special Types Of Weather Data To collect and input weather data for use with MeteoNook, it is important to fully understand each type of weather and how it works in Animal Crossing: New Horizons. cover all the different weather types below that can be added in case you need any help. Standard



Weather Types There are six different standard types of weather to look out for when you input data from your screenshots or real-time and time-resuscitation experiences: Clear, Sunny, Cloudy, Rain Clouds, Rain, and Heavy Rain. Ready When you have the Clear weather type, the sky will be completely free of all
clouds - just clear blue skies during the day, and lots of stars during the night. It's pretty easy to notice this. Sunny By far the most common weather you will encounter, Sunny weather type has a splash of clouds all over the sky, without being too abundant. It can be hard to distinguish this apart from Cloudy sometimes
though, so be careful. Cloudy The cloudy weather type brings a heavy amount of clouds to your sky with much more than the Sunny type. Again, it can be difficult sometimes to distinguish this apart from sunny type because they both can have a lot of clouds. Rain clouds Appear just before and after rain, rain clouds
weather type has a rather gloomy atmosphere to your island with lots of clouds. This one is quite easy to notice if the weather feels dark and gloomy, but without any actual rain. Rain The Rain weather type is exactly what it sounds like! You will discover this one when light rain pours on your island, or light snow during
the winter season. Heavy Rain When it feels like the rain is particularly strong on your island and the atmosphere seems downright stormy, it is likely that you have heavy rain weather type. But be careful that it's easy to confuse this with the usual rain type as well. During the winter season there will be Heavy Snow
instead. Types of Special Weather In addition to standard weather, there are three more special weather types that are especially important when entering data into MeteoNook: Meteor Showers, Rainbows, and Auroras By entering these, you will greatly speed up the process of finding your weather seed. Additionally,
you don't need to set a standard weather for days where you have special weather data. Meteor showers (Light &amp; Heavy) When you see shooting stars in the sky on your island, a type of Meteor Shower has occurred that day. There are two types of meteor showers to watch out for and input — light and heavy. A
light version of Meteor Showers will result in a few bursts of shooting stars per hour, while a heavy shower provides shooting stars every few minutes for almost the entire evening. If you discover Celeste on your island at all in one evening, then it's safe to assume at least one light Meteor Shower occurred that day.
Generally speaking, if you don't remember a barrage of stars all night and Isabelle doesn't announce anything, it's likely an easy version. For the fastest results, you can even add in exact minutes or seconds as shooting stars were seen crossing your sky during Meteor Showers. This can be risky and easily throw away
your entire search if you incorrectly enter a time, but if done correctly, you will find your weather seed much faster. Rainbows If you ever happen to spot a beautiful rainbow or a rare double rainbow that goes across the island's sky after a rainstorm, you will definitely want to input this data. It is likely that you took a
screenshot of such an amazing event too if you saw one, so be on the lookout for them in your album. Auroras During the winter season in Animal Crossing: New Horizons, the stunning Aurora Borealis or Aurora Australis can be discovered on rare occasions! It's pretty hard to miss these, and there's a good chance you'll
have a screenshot to use, just like with Rainbows. For the northern hemisphere, these northern lights can only appear between December 11 to February 24. In the southern hemisphere you can find them between June 11 to August 24. Tips For Inputting Your Weather Data We have some more handy tips on how to
input your Animal Crossing: New Horizons Island Weather Data into MeteoNook for best results... Where If You Are Unsure While we want to input as much accurate data as possible to get a correct weather seed result faster, you don't want to sacrifice accuracy in the name of speed. That's because an incorrect data
point might be enough to throw away your entire search and land you with either a faulty weather seed or no result at all. For the right balance between accuracy and speed, we recommend using the more vague weather options if you are not sure. For example, instead of specifying a specific rain or downpour type, you
can simply select 'Uncertain (rain/snow)'. On the same wavelength, we suggest using the 'Insecure (no rain/snow)' option if you know it's not raining, but aren't quite sure you have the right kind of Clear/Sunny/Cloudy weather. It helps you narrow your search, while preventing mistakes that can screw up the entire
calculation. Special Weather &amp; Rain Data is easiest to talk about being unsure, the most certain types of weather data you can find are special weather such as Meteor Showers, Rainbows and Auroras. After that, we have found some type of information about rain to be very helpful. In fact, these are all weather
types we recommend to focus on for another reason as well. Rain is by far the easiest weather type to input because there are only two possible versions of Rain and Heavy Rain, and due to the fact rain will always last for the entire hour block. Unlike rain, the weather for all other types of skies and clouds is just really
quite accurate at the beginning of the hour because the next hour's weather will begin the transition to the current weather as the hour progresses on. So if you look at screenshots or real-time weather without rain from the middle of the hour, it can be difficult sometimes to correctly identify it, leading to mistakes getting in.
Watch out for times after midnight when entering in weather data that at night, it is important to keep a close eye on the date chosen in MeteoNook. As you probably already know, every in-game 'day' in Animal Crossing: New Horizons is restored at 5am — not midnight. So if you're inputting weather from say 2am on
June 19, you need to make sure the data is marked during June 18 instead of June 19, because the day of June 18 has not actually ended yet until the clock strikes 5am. How much weather data do you need? Finally, you may be wondering how much weather data you need from your island to successfully find the right
weather seed. While each island is unique and experiences will vary, I'll share my personal results using the app. Initially on my first round of trials, I entered the date of two light Meteor Showers and 7 different days of rain data. This resulted in 12 possible seed results. To limit it further, I managed to find a third light
Meteor Shower date in my screenshots, which brought my results down to only 6 possible weather seeds. Finally, I added for another two days of confirmed rain weather in my data, and that was enough to limit to my one island weather seed! Search for your weather seed &amp; limit results When you have at least 10
days worth of weather data fed into MeteoNook, it may be time to start searching and hoping for the best! Just press the big blue Start Search button and wait when the app checks for matches with each of Animal Crossing's 2 billion possible weather seeds. When any weather seed matches are found, you'll see the app
start listing them and the search will be completely canceled if too many are found. If this happens, you simply need a lot more weather data in as there are too many possibilities still. With any luck though, hopefully the search has ended with only one weather seed result, or at least a limited amount in single digits. If you
have multiple results, you must either continue entering more data from more days to refine the search, or examine the forecasts for each seed. Test &amp; Confirm Your Weather Seed To test a weather seed, whether you confirm a single result or examine a few different options, copy and paste the number into the
seed bar at the bottom of the page and press Save. Then, click on the Year or Month tabs to explore the weather seed's forecast for the past, present, and future. The first test you can do is compare the current date and time weather forecast with the actual weather in your live Animal Crossing: New Horizons game.
Make sure they match perfectly, or you might as well stay here. Next, we recommend looking for the next remarkable weather event in your forecast. If you have a Meteor Shower, Rainbow, or Aurora coming up in the next few days – it's perfect. Otherwise, even just a time rainstorm can be helpful. If you're one of the
time traveling, it's not a bad idea to just change Nintendo Switch system clock to the forecast time for the next special weather event. Otherwise, you need to exercise some patience until the date comes. In my case with seed number 2082896610, there was a magical Double Rainbow scheduled for June 14th the same
day that I started experimenting with the app. So I was quickly able to confirm my correct seed by looking for a Double Rainbow at exactly 10AM when MeteoNook expected a... and there it was right on the schedule! Furthermore, a light Meteor Shower was expected for just a few days later on June 17, so I could easily
double confirm my island weather seed is correct. What is particularly amazing about MeteoNook is the ability to see exact hour and minute times for shooting stars, which listed five stars at 10:38. Low and see, shooting stars came perfectly on the schedule at 10:38 in the game on my island and I was able to take all of
them with ease! I can say with certainty now that my island weather seed is 2082896610 and predict all my future weather using the app. Hopefully, the real weather in your game matches up perfectly with the forecasted special weather event — in which case it's pretty safe to assume you've found the right weather
seed. If not, you want to proceed to the next possible seed found in the search. In the unfortunate case you only had one weather seed result to investigate and the real weather in your game does not line up ... you must have entered incorrect data at some point. We would suggest going back and removing or adjusting
any weather you entered and wasn't quite sure. If you can't figure out the problem, it might be easiest to just start over and be more careful. Explore Your Meteor Rain, Rainbow and Aurora Predictions When you finally have your Animal Crossing: New Horizons island's weather seed determined and are sure it's accurate,
it's time to reap the rewards for your hard work. While MeteoNook will try to keep your seed number saved in the browser, this could be cleared at some point, so we recommend that you type or save it down somewhere else where you can safely download it later. On the Annuals page you will see a nice overview of the
special weather, including Meteor showers, Rainbows and Auroras that are scheduled for your island during each month of the year. What is absolutely amazing about this tool, however, is that your forecast can predict weather 40 years into the future in 2060! Then click on one of the months in the annual calendar or
switch over to the monthly page to get much more detailed weather forecasts for each day at a time. You will be able to discover the exact days of each month that an upcoming Meteor Shower, Rainbow, or Aurora will appear on your island. The data on these monthly pages extends all the way to hour by hour, which you
can see by clicking on a day! In the case of meteor showers, you can use the daily data to even predict the exact hour and minute that shooting stars can be detected, which is especially useful for showers where stars may only appear a few times an hour. If you even just want to know when the next rainstorm will
approach your island for some Concealeth hunting, you can find it too. Truly the sky is the limit of what you can learn about your upcoming weather in Animal Crossing: New Horizons with MeteoNook! Let us know in the comments below how your island weather seed hunting trip is going for you — I'd love to hear some
success stories hopefully! Stay tuned for Animal Crossing World for everything on New Horizons, including our comprehensive Guide section here. Sign up for our newsletter to never miss the latest Animal Crossing news, guides, and deals with email updates! Animal Crossing: New Horizons Guides News News
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